Expressions in Ink Pocket Card
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Supplies:
 Stamp Sets – Artistically Inked (154542)
 Card Stock (CS) – Shaded Spruce (146981); Basic White Thick (159229)
 Ink Pads – Magenta Madness (153117); Shaded Spruce (147088); Pale Papaya
(155670)
 Misc. – Artistic Dies (155371); Stitched Rectangles Dies (151820); Expressions in Ink
Designer Series Paper (DSP (155464); Artistry Booms Adhesive-Backed Sequins
(152477); Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430): Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals (144108); Tear
& Tape (154031); Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755); Bone Folder (102300); Take Your
Pick Tool (144107); Paper Trimmer (152392); Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
(149653)
Measurements:
 Shaded Spruce CS: 11” x 4-1/4”, scored in half at 5-1/2” (2 pieces)
 Basic White Thick CS: 5-1/4” x 3-3/4” plus scraps for die cutting
 DSP: 5-1/4” x 4”, then cut in half diagonally
Instructions:
1. Burnish the folds in the two Shaded Spruce CS bases.
2. Lay the bases side by side, lying horizontally, so the folds are on the left and right.
3. Cut the front of the left base diagonally from the top left corner to the bottom right
corner.
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Cut the front of the right base diagonally from the bottom left to the top right.
Glue the back of the bases together, so that the triangular fronts overlap in the front.
Glue the DSP triangles onto the two card fronts.
Using Tear & Tape, adhere the left front onto the inside, only along the very bottom
edge.
8. Using Tear & Tape along the bottom edge, and glue where the two fronts overlap,
adhere the right front down. Now you have a pocket!
9. Using the large ink splotch stamp and Pale Papaya ink, stamp along the top edge of the
5-1/4” x 3-3/4” Basic White Thick CS piece.
10. Onto a scrap of Basic White Thick CS, stamp the larger flower and the tiny flowers in
Magenta Madness ink., and 2 leaves and the sentiment in Shaded Spruce ink.
11. Die cut the sentiment using the Stitched Rectangles Dies.
12. Die cut the flowers and leaves using the Artistic Dies.
13. Lay all the die cut pieces on the front of the pocket to arrange them, then glue all the
pieces together in a cluster.
14. Adhere the cluster onto the card front using Stampin’ Dimensionals (I used the regular
size and the mini.)
15. Apply sequins onto the large flower and the larger two of the tiny flowers.
16. Slide the Basic White Thick CS piece into the top of the pocket.

